Summary of Rule Changes

Rule

Previous Rule

New Rule

Reason For
Change

Change/
Amendment

Date of
Change
and
Version

7.4

Formats stated
as incorrect,
amended to suit
current formats

. Round Robin (single
or double) - Block
and Staggered (3/3,
2/4, 2/5, 4/5, 5/4)

To correspond
with current
format

Amendment

11/10/18

Appendix
E

Regional Map

Reginal Map updated

To reflect new
areas

Amendment

11/10/18

Appendix
D

UKFL Structure
chart

Mentors increased to
9

To reflect
Amendment
additional mentors

11/10/18

8.11.D.9

The box loader
provides
anything other
than
verbal
assistance to the
dog (Excluding
for a deaf dog)

The box loader
provides anything
other than verbal
assistance to the dog
(with the exception of
a deaf dog)

Reword

Amendment

16/11/18

6.9.8

Addition of rule

Judge must be
present during PC
spots

An oversight that
allowed PC to run
without a judge
present

Change

16/11/18

Appendix
F

Additional
sub Tied racing between
heading: Ties
2 teams to be

Amendment to
rule to allow win

Change

16/11/18

Section 5

Rule changes

2.2
Eligibility
Committee stand
committee

decided by “who beat
who”

points to be used
to determine
placings in 2 way
tie

Board added into
process, oversight
that their involvement
was omitted

Allowing the
Board to be
involved with any
proposed rule
changes

Change

16/11/18

To ensure
nominees have
prior knowledge
and experience of
UKFL

Change

16/11/18

To allow the host
team to provide
their own L3 if
another is not
available

Change

16/11/18

to Nominees must be
for actively involved
within the UKFL

7.1.8

L3 judge must
not
be
a
member of the
host team

Where possible the
L3 judge should not
be a member of the
host team

12.2

Minimum age of No minimum age for
juniors 6-16
juniors

To allow parents
to start the junior
scheme whenever
they deem
suitable

Change

16/11/18

Appen D

UKFL structure, Mentors increased to
10
9 mentors

To reflect current
number of
mentors

Amend

16/11/18

7.13

All
relevant
paperwork to be
sent to officials
within 7 days

To ensure a timely Amend
turnaround with
results,points, etc

16/11/18

7.2.8

Payment to be Payment to be sent to
made
within EH prior to the
timescale set by commencement of
event
EH

To ensure all
payments are
settled before an
event is held

Change

16/11/18

6.3f

Tag teams will Tag teams will earn
earn
UKFL UKFL points for clear
points
runs only

Clarification that
only clear runs
gain points

Amendment

16/11/18

9.3.9a

Dogs must have
both
ulnas
measured twice
to gain an official
height

Clarification that
all measurements
are to be done
within the same
measuring
session

Amendment

16/11/18

All relevant
paperwork to be sent
to officials within 5
days

Dogs must have both
ulnas measured twice
in a single measuring
session

7.1.9

All
Running
orders to be
checked
and
amended

Only new hosts are
required to have their
running orders
checked

Most EH’s are
now familiar with
the format of the
UKFL , new event
hosts must still
follow this
procedure

6.4(11)

Sync Teams can
race
for
placement in the
Event,
but
cannot
set
UKFL© records.
Sync Teams can
win heats and
and but will not
be ranked in the
UKFL©
Database.

Sync Teams can race Removal of word
for placement in the
and”
Event, but cannot set
UKFL© records. Sync
Teams can win heats
and but will not be
ranked in the UKFL©
Database.

Change

16/11/18

Typing error,
word “and”
duplicated

16/11/18

